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incomplete. That is a very different thing from fusion.
Any poet much occupied with the doctrines, arti veering
in allegiance from one to the other, might be expected to
express himself as Coleridge did. There is no escape from
this conclusion, unless it is possible to read the poems in
such a way as, while allowing proper weight to their
Intellectual structure, to transcend the distinction between
the realist and project!ve positions.
Dr Richards tries to do so, and professes to solve
Coleridge's ambiguity by analysing the ambiguous use
of the term Nature. There Is a world as prosaically per-
ceived, an 'inanimate cold world', and we call It Nature
(Sense III in the analysis): there Is, on one side of this
prosaic world, a world indefinitely enriched by the pro-
jection upon It of'our Images and feelings, and we call it
Nature (Sense II): there Is, on the other side of it a world
thinned out from it, though still a product of our per-
ceptions, the world of Physics, and we call it Nature
(Sense IV): there is, also, an Independent world to which
the mind responds, and we call it Nature (Sense I).1
After a long and quite acceptable analysis on these
lines, w?e are abruptly told that "In terms of such a
multiple definition the gap between the two doctrines—
that the mind can see God In or through Nature, and that
it can only see itself projected—becomes an artificial
product of a shifting of the senses of Natwe, mind9 and
see. A fuller description of the * facts of mind * from which
he poet and the philosopher alike set out carries both
loctrines as accordant functions, as unoontradictory inter-
pretations/'* A fuller description Is Indeed
1 C. on I pp. 157-61.	s jftft p. 162;

